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Featuring all of your favorite pets, including a dog, puppy, cat, horse, bird, and more, this dynamic
book includes easy-to-understand, step-by-step instructions for creating beautiful pet portraits in oil
and acrylic. Artists also will find useful information on rendering fur, feathers, hair, and other
textures, as well as the basics of painting technique and color theory.
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Very large soft covered book with large beautiful pet pictures including dogs, cats, birds, horses,
and rabbits. Nice oil and acrylic sketching and painting descriptions and instructions especially for
coloring and painting fur and feathers and pets facial features. Uses a step by step approach but not
quite as detailed as I would like. A good basic starter book.Doesn't include all the different breeds.

This is a great book that shows you how to draw animal portraits. If you feel you still lack the ability
to drawing these animals, I recommend also buying the Walter Foster book, Trace and Color In Any
Medium (Pets). This book offers templates of the same animals that are in Ms Gray's book. This
book also comes with 4 sheets of graphite paper to aid your tracing of the animals. These two books
work together beautifully and result in beautiful art work.

Wow this book is really good. I want to paint animals. I didn`t know where to start. She teaches you
every thing you need to know. She teaches you what the paint strokes should look like .

Beautiful book with great, easy to follow instructions. I would recommend this to anyone who wants
to start painting animals.

It wasn't what I was expecting. It's pages are large with color photos which is nice, but not a lengthy
book by any means. But what I was disappointed with are the instructions. I needed more than what
was provided.

Good book to learn how to paint fur. Just what I was looking for. Walter Foster books usually are
helpful. Lorraine gray is an amazing artist of pet portraits . She explains her lessons well.

Does not have step by step instructions as stated. Does not show brush strokes,types of brushes to
use for whatever your painting.Techniques are not explained for beginners. If you are a beginner as
I am, this book is not for you. The book was delivered in good shapeb but was on back order for a
long time.

I think this book is a lot more advanced than the other reviews are letting on. I didn't find it very
instructional or helpful. The instructions are extremely short and have very little detail. I do not
recommend this as a beginner book.
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